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Introduction

• Given this background of information overload, the 
limited resource of human attention is the new 
bottleneck in computing

• Focus on interruption overload

• Contribution
• the design and implementation of breakpoint detection system

• present the results from both a controlled and an “in-the-wild” 
field user study



Interruption Overload

Importance

Interruption overload caused by large numbers of ill-timed 
notifications is one piece of the larger problem of information 
overload, and is increasing in frequency.

Solutions

scheduling mitigation

Defer the notification changing the modality



Recent Trends of 
Notifications

• Increasing diversity in types 
and sources of notifications

• Multiple mobile devices as 
targets

• Wider range of urgency level
• Increasing length of 

interruptive periods

Principles for 
Attention Status 

Sensing

• Feasibility for mobile 
devices

• Real-time sensing
• Applicability to diverse 

types of notification 
sources

• All-day-long use

Adaptive Notification Scheduling on 
Smart Phones



Design of Attelia

Breakpoint detection will satisfy these three features:

1. “Breakpoint” as a Temporal Target for Interruption
Attempts to sense more coarse-grained, but easier to sense signals



Design of Attelia

Breakpoint detection will satisfy these three features:

2. Application Usage as a Sensor
Focus on a user’s application usage and use that information to detect a user’s 
breakpoints.
Reason: simplicity of implementation andreducing the reliance on a sensor that 
may not exist on all target mobile devices



Design of Attelia

Breakpoint detection will satisfy these three features:

3. Real-Time Detection with Machine Learning 
techniques

J48 classifier

For each time frame Tf, a feature vector V is extracted from the sensed 
data, and a trained classifier identifies the time frame as a user 
breakpoint or not.



Attelia System Architecture

• Ground truth collection

users manually provide ground truth about 
breakpoints during application usage

• Off-line model training

feature extraction and classifier training is 
executed off-line.

• Real-time mobile breakpoint detection

Sensing, feature extraction, and classification 
with a previously trained model.

Execution Modes



Attelia System Architecture

• Using Android Accessibility Framework. 

• Collecting UI events and data about the UI components the 
user is interacting with. 

Sensing Data and Features



Attelia System Architecture

• choice of time frame length Tf will affect our ability to 
perform breakpoint detection.

Frame Length

Around 2 to 2.5 seconds, the accuracy begins to stabilize. At the 2.5-second setting, 
accuracy was 82.6%, precision was 82.7% and recall was 82.3%



Attelia System Architecture

Power Saving

Portable Implementation

• Attelia is implemented as a “Service” inside the Android 
platform.



Controlled User Study

• Participants

• 37 users

• ages 19 to 54

• not paid and not told the purpose

• Experiment Setup

• Disabled the android notification

• 6 representative application

• a trained J48 classifier

• 4 strategies: disabled, random timing, breakpoint timing, 
and non-breakpoint timing



Controlled User Study

• Interruptive Task

• a full screen pop-up

• contain a question for user to answer

• Experiment Procedure

• 2 parts: send 5 emails and use other 5 applications 
for 5 minutes each

• use Latin Square to eliminate ordering effects

• see one strategy twice randomly



Controlled User Study

• Measurements

• NASA-Task Load Index questionaire

• http://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/tlx/

• Results

• Clustering users by NASA-TLX weighted workload scores

http://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/tlx/


Controlled User Study

• Results for sensitive user

• Baseline: Disabled

• Increase of workload: 

• Breakpoint(35%) < Random(66%) < Non Breakpoint(73%)

• Breakpoint have 46% reduction in workload compared to Random



Controlled User Study

• Results for Insensitive cluster

• Only significant difference between “Disabled” and 
other strategies



In-The-Wild User Study

• Participants

• 30 users (20 male and 10 female)

• ages 18 to 29

• pay $60 for participation

• Experiment Setup

• same J48 classifier 

• 3 strategies: no notification, random timing, and breakpoint timing

• randomly choose strategy each day

• interval: 15 ~ 30 minutes

• maximum interruptive task: 12

• Test time: 8AM ~9PM



In-The-Wild User Study

• Interruptive Task

• two full screen pop-up

• ask if it is a breakpoint

• contain a question for user to answer

• Experiment Procedure

• 16 days experiment

• evaluate through NASA-TLX survey everyday

• post-experiment survey



In-The-Wild User Study

• Measurements

• NASA-TLX everyday

• response time, time to answer question, quiz answer

• Results

• Clustered by NASA-TLX weighted workload scores

• 27 valid users



In-The-Wild User Study

• Results for sensitive user

• Baseline: Disabled

• Increase of workload: 

• Breakpoint(33%) < Random(49%)

• Response time for first pop-up

• Breakpoint(2.77s) < Random(3.18s)



Further challenges

• Insensitive users study

• Real android notification study

• Support for multiple mobile devices



Related Work

• Desktop environments interruptibility inference

• Interruptibility research based on external on-body 
sensor

• Interruptibility research based on smartphone sensor 
data



Conclusion

• Proposed a novel middleware to identifies when to deliver 
notification

• Detect breakpoint in real-time 

• Without any additional devices or  any modification to 
applications

• Evaluated the design by controlled user study and “In the wild” 
user study
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